Homogenous rapid detection of nucleic acids using two-color quantum dots.
We report a homogenous method for rapid and sensitive detection of nucleic acids using two-color quantum dots (QDs) based on single-molecule coincidence detection. The streptavidin-coated quantum dots functioned as both a nano-scaffold and as a fluorescence pair for coincidence detection. Two biotinylated oligonucleotide probes were used to recognize and detect specific complementary target DNA through a sandwich hybridization reaction. The DNA hybrids were first caught and assembled on the surface of 605 nm-emitting QDs (605QDs) through specific streptavidin-biotin binding. The 525 nm-emitting QDs (525QDs) were then added to bind the other end of DNA hybrids. The coincidence signals were observed only when the presence of target DNA led to the formation of 605QD/DNA hybrid/525QD complexes. In comparison with a conventional QD-based assay, this assay provided high detection efficiency and short analysis time due to its high hybridization efficiency resulting from the high diffusion coefficient and no limitation of temperature treatment. This QD-based single-molecule coincidence detection offers a simple, rapid and ultra sensitive method for genomic DNA analysis in a homogenous format.